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??? Harry ???????? Hi??????????Sally ?????
??? Hello ????????????????????????????
????????
??? HARRY Nice ceremony.
SALLY Beautiful.
?????????????????????? Harry ? nice ceremony
? ? ? ??




??? HARRY Boy, the holidays are rough. Every year I just try to get from
the day before Thanksgiving to the day after New Year’s.
SALLY A lot of suicides.
???? Sally ???????????????????????????












Carrie ?????????????? Carrie ?????????????
???????????????
??? ?? Four Weddings and a Funeral
CARRIE: So there you go less than Madonna, more than Princess Di I






??? CHARLES: Christ, nothing like that many. Ahm, I don’t know what the
fuck I’ve been doing with my time actually. Work probablythat’s it. Work.








??? CHARLES: Sorry. Sorry. I just this is a really stupid question par-
ticularly in view of our recent shopping excursionbut I just wondered if by
any chanceI mean, obviously not, because I am just some git who’s really
slept with ?confessing? nine people, but I just wondered I really feel?
ahm? In short, to recap in a slightly clearer versionin the words of David
Cassidy, in fact, while he was still with the Partridge Family‘I think I love
you’, and I just wondered whether by any chance you wouldn’t like to?no,
no, of course notI’m an idiot, he’s not. Excellent. Exellent. Lovely to see
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???? William F. Sibley
Once they had squeezed themselves out through the cracks between the
panels, they would drop down onto the roof of the entranceway. There they
would use their front legs to make fine adjustments on wings and antennae ;
then except for a few that continued to walk about awhile, they would
thrust their wings tautly forward and take off with a low buzzing sound.
They gathered speed as soon as they were in the air, swarming toward the
potted yatsude shrubs that had just come into bloom. I idled away much time






? ? ? ???
???? Seidensticker
Pushing their way out from between the boards they would pause on the
roof of the entranceway. Some would walk around for a moment after they
had arranged their wings and feelers with their front and hind legs, and im-
mediately they too would spread their slender wings taut and take off with
a heavy droning. Once in the air they moved quickly away. They gathered
around the late shrubs in the garden, just then coming into bloom. I would
hang over the railing when I was bored and watch them come and go.
Seidensticker ?? ? ????????????????????????
????????????????????????????? too ???
???????????????????????????????? too
???????????????????? ? ?????? Sibley ???
????????????????????????????????
???? Mark Petersen
When they had squeezed their way through spaces between the panels, they
would pause for a moment on the roof. They would carefully straighten up
their wings and feelers with their legs. Some would walk around a bit, as
well, but they, too, like the others, would soon stretch their slender wings
out tight and take off with a droning noise. Once they were off, they would
gain speed rapidly and would quickly have flown out to a great distance.
They would also swarm about the shrubbery that was just coming into
bloom. When I was feeling bored, I would often hang over the railing, watch-
ing the bees come and go.
Petersen ?????? ? ??? ? ?? Seidensticker ??????????
????????????????????Too ? like the others ????
?????????Seidensticker ?? too ??????????????




When the bees slipped out through the gaps between the boards, they would
land for a while on the entrance-hall roof. There they would carefully ar-
range their wings and antennae with their fore- or rear-legs and some
would walk around a little then they would suddenly stretch both their
long thin wings out tight and fly up with a buzz. Once aloft, they would sud-
denly gain speed and fly quickly off. Some hedge flowers had just begun to
bloom and the bees crowded around those. When bored I would often lean






When they emerged, brushing the sides of the loosely joined planks of the
paneling, the wasps would descend to the roof of the entryway for a while.
There they would meticulously adjust their wings and antennae with their
front and back legs. Then they would walk about a bit. All of a sudden, their
slender wings stretched taut to either side, they lifted off with a resonant
buzz. When they’d flown up like that, they suddenly shot away into the dis-
tance. The flowers of the yatsude being in bloom just then, the wasps clus-
tered about its shrubbery. When I was bored, I would often watch the
comings and goings of the wasps from the veranda railing.
Dunlop ? ? ????????????????????????????
????????????? Dunlop ??? ???????? ??????
??????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
?????????Dunlop ? ? ???????????????????
? ? ? ???
?????? ???????? ??????????????????? ?
?????????????? ????????????????????















Slipping out between the panels, they first got down upon the roof of the
porch, where they meticulously straightened their feelers and wings with
their legs. Then a few walked around but most of them stretched out their
long, narrow wings and took off with a buzz. Once off the roof, they gath-
ered speed and flew away. Of the shrubbery in the garden, yatsude ?fatscia
japonica? was then flowering and attracted a swarm of bees. Whenever I
was bored, I looked at the insects coming and going.







When they slipped out of the gap between the panels, the bees first lighted
on the roof of the porch. There they would carefully arrange their wings and
antennae with fore and back feet, then some would walk about, but most of
them would fly away with a buzzing sound, their oblong wings firmly
stretched on both sides. When they started flying, they suddenly increased
their speed, and flew away. The aralia in the shrubbery had just begun to
bloom and the bees gathered around it. When I was bored, I often leant on





When they came out from the interstices of the wainscots, they rested their
wings, for a while, on the roof. There they examined carefully their wings
and antennae with fore and hind legs. When they had finished it, some of
them would walk about for some time, but most of them would buzz away,
spreading out their wings, their flying speed increased suddenly. They flew
to the Fatsia japonica which now began to bloom beautifully. When I got
tired, I used to look at their movements.
???? ? ???????????? but ???? ? ?????????
???????????? ??????????????????????
???????????? Starrs ? Dunlop ??????????????
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